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20 modules

14,400 sq ft

Memorial Hospital is the premier medical center striving to enhance the
well-being of the people of York, PA. The hospital is known for its devotion to
personalized care. Due to the hospital’s success,their staff was fast exceeding
the space and their building was quickly becoming cramped. With a Whitley
building, they could add space in a short time period.

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Expanding quality service quickly
York, Pennsylvania is a growing area and the hospital was faced with rapidly
increasing community health care expectations, but a cramped, older building. The
hospital was in need of a rapid solution to their problem, as well as a building that
would complement their existing brick and limestone facade. Whitley Manufacturing
was able to offer a permanent, multi-story design that could be accomplished on

Short 5 month construction
Brick & limestone façade

within an accelerated time frame.
A stucco-like exterior finish was incorporated into the design to give the building a
look of permanence and sophistication. Whitley’s permanent facility was composed
of 20 components spanning 14,400 square feet across two levels. The design
blends seamlessly into the existing building and complements both the look

Includes lab and offices

and function of the hospital. With Whitley Manufacturing’s accelerated building
system, five months was the total time period required to design and construct

Coordinates with existing building

the building, which was finished at the site by Williams-Scotsman. The finished

Memorial Hospital - York, PA
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PROJECT NAME
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DEVELOPER
WILLIAMS-SCOTSMAN
PROJECT TYPE
HOSPITAL EXPANSION
BUILDING SIZE:
14,400 SQ.. FT.
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